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Abstract—Communication between vehicles is evolving. It
can be used for reducing dangerous situations, improving
safety in traffic as well as making driving more convenient
by enabling improved in-car entertainment such as Wifi and
Video streaming. The main advantage is safer traffic with
the goal of reducing traffic collisions to almost zero.

There are two main techniques and standards that
compete in the European market. These are the C-ITS
(Cooperative Intelligent Transport System) of the EU based
on the IEEE 802.11p standard, and the new developing
cellular techniques using LTE and in the future the 5G
radio standard. This paper shows an overview of the C-
ITS and the cellular-based ITS (Intelligent Transport System)
and its current standardised security architecture. C-ITS
is mature and tested, whereas cellular ITS has multiple
possible advantages for the future. However, cellular-based
ITS still needs to be standardised and tested for vehicle
communication.

Index Terms—V2X, V2V, C-ITS, IEEE 802.11p, cellular ITS,
ITS Security

1. Introduction

The IoT (Internet of Things) is becoming an important
part of our lives. More and more things are connected
and becoming smarter. Meanwhile, IoT is even used in
the automotive industry with the aim to make our trans-
portation safer and more comfortable. This means making
cars smarter and enabling them to communicate with each
other in real-time. [1]

The new technology is called V2X (Vehicle to Ev-
erything) communication which is the summary of four
different communication types [2]. These types are V2V
(Vehicle to Vehicle), V2I (Vehicle to Infrastructure), V2P
(Vehicle to Pedestrian) as well as V2N (Vehicle to Net-
work) [2]. The V2X ITS (Intelligent Transport System)
has four primary purposes [3]. First, ITS can be used for
improving the safety of transportation with, e.g. assistance
and warnings [4]. The primary purpose is to react on the
not line of sight area, where the current sensors of a car
are nowadays useless [5]. Second, ITS can be utilised to
optimise traffic flow, e.g. platooning, which is the ability
to link vehicles together in an automated way. [4]. Third,
it can also be used for better in-car entertainment for
business or pleasure by offering video-streaming or Wifi
for mobile devices [6]. Fourth, autonomous driving can be
improved with V2X, so a vehicle knows where the others
are located, what they see and has the ability to predict
the next most likely situation [3].
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Figure 1: Taxonomy of used V2X communications

The V2X communication can be split into three lead-
ing technologies divided into two fields, which can be
seen in figure 1. One field is the 802.11p-based standard,
with the two technologies DSRC (Dedicated Short Range
Communication) of the USA and the C-ITS (Cooperative
Intelligent Transport System) of the EU [4]. Another field
and technology is the cellular-based system. It uses for
short direct communication the PC5 and for far infras-
tructure communication the UU interface, in LTE and the
upcoming 5G standard [4].

The aim of this paper is to give an overview which
will include advantages and disadvantages of the IEEE
802.11p-based communication, with a special focus on
C-ITS in Section 2, which will be followed by LTE/5G-
based communication in Section 3. Furthermore, oppor-
tunities and difficulties of the coexistence of LTE-based
and IEEE 802.11p-based ITS are detailed in Section 4. In
Section 5, the security is described with the features of
IEEE 802.11p-based ITS in Subsection 5.1 as well as of
the LTE-based ITS in Subsection 5.2. In Section 6, some
related work is listed, which is followed by the conclusion
in Section 7.

2. IEEE 802.11p-based ITS

IEEE 802.11p is based on the normal Wifi standard
IEEE 802.11a, which is broadly used in private Wifi
environments and is adapted for the use in V2X com-
munication [5]. The V2V communication based on the
Wifi Standard 802.11p standard is mature and well tested,
which makes it a technique ready to use [7]. The 802.11p
is divided into two primary standards: the DSRC of the
USA and the C-ITS of the EU [4].
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Fig. 2. Protocol stack and related core standards for C-ITS in Europe

C-ITS standards in Europe in comparison to the DSRC standards. Fig-
ure 2 shows the overall protocol stack and the corresponding core
standard, keeping the same structure of horizontal layers for access
technologies, networking & transport, V2X messages, applications,
and vertical management and security entities as in Fig. 1.

The IEEE 802.11p equivalent in the C-ITS stack covering PHY and
MAC is termed ITS-G5; the last two letters indicate that it operates
in the 5 GHz frequency band. Like DSRC, it operates in the 5.9 GHz
band, whereas the European spectrum allocation is sub-divided into
part A to D. ITS-G5A with 30 MHz is the primary frequency band
that is dedicated for safety and traffic efficiency applications, ITS-
G5B has 20 MHz for non-safety application, and ITS-G5C is shared
with the RLAN band. A specific requirement in Europe is also that
the ITS-G5 spectrum must limit interference to the 5.8 GHz EFC sys-
tem. However, the key technology features of IEEE-802.11 for DSCR
and ITS-G5 are the same: At the PHY layer, it applies OFDM with the
same parameter set, i.e. “half clocked” compared to IEEE 802.11a,
but an adapted spectrum masks. At the MAC layer, ITS-G5 also em-
ploys EDCA with CSMA/CA and access categories allow for data
traffic prioritization.

Standards for networking & transport and facilities also rely on the
IP protocol for non-safety applications, but a major difference is at
the protocols: While the usage of TCP/UDP and IP version 6 is sim-
ilar, C-ITS specifies an ad hoc routing protocol for multi-hop com-
munication, termed GeoNetworking and specified in the ETSI EN
302 636 standard series. Key feature of this protocol is the usage of
geographical coordinates for addressing and forwarding. Its usage
for addressing facilitates that all vehicles that are located in a geo-
graphical area can become the destination of a packet. While this
is similar to broadcasting a packet to all neighbor vehicles, the ge-
ographical addressing makes the packet delivery independent from
the communication range of a single wireless hop (which can vary
from several 10 meters in unfortunate situations up to 1 km un-
der line-of-sight conditions sometimes found on motorways). Also,
the geographical coordinates are used to forward packets locally
based on the vehicles’ knowledge of its own position and the neigh-
bor positions, and therefore enabling efficient multi-hop routing at
low protocol overhead for establishment and maintenance of net-
work routes in an environment with frequent topology changes. IPv6
packets can also be transmitted over GeoNetworking, for which the
adaptation sub-layer GN6 (IPv6 over GeoNetworking) has been de-
signed and standardized. Compared to the WSMP in the DSRC pro-
tocol stack, GeoNetworking is optimized for multi-hop communica-
tion with geo-addressing, which provides more technical features in

application support, but comes with an increased protocol complex-
ity and overhead.

Standards at the facilities layer define application-related func-
tionality; most relevant are the V2X messages: Foremost, the Co-
operative Awareness Message (CAM) (ETSI EN 302 637-2) [9] peri-
odically conveys critical vehicle state information in support of safety
and traffic efficiency application, with which receiving vehicles can
track other vehicles’ positions and movement. It can be seen as
an equivalent to the BSM in the DSRC protocol stack. In addition,
the Distributed Environmental Notification Message (DENM) (ETSI
EN 302 637-3) [10] disseminates safety information in a geographi-
cal region. Unlike the CAM, which is periodically sent by every vehi-
cle, the DENM transmission needs to be triggered by an application.

For vehicle-to-infrastructure communication, several services are
defined that inform road users from the infrastructure side, control
roadside infrastructure for priority access and preemption, and pro-
vide information from the vehicles to the infrastructure (see Table 1).
These services define dedicated messages, namely the Signal Phase
& Timing (SPAT) message for IIS, the MAP message for TPS, and the
In-Vehicle Information (IVI). In the signal control service message are
bi-directionally exchanged, i.e. it uses Signal Request (SR) and Sig-
nal Status (SS) messages. Finally, DENM and CAM are re-used for
infrastructure-related services (INS and IAS).

Similar to the DSRC standards, C-ITS applications are not stan-
dardized directly. Instead minimum functional and performance re-
quirements for three groups of applications are defined: Road haz-
ard signaling (RHS) includes use cases such as emergency vehicle
approaching, hazardous location and emergency electronic brake
lights. Intersection collision risk warning (ICRW ) and longitudinal
collision risk warning (LCRW ) refer to potential vehicle collisions at
intersections and rear-end/head-on collisions.

5. Directions for vehicular communication standardization

5.1 New applications and use cases
V2X communication enables a wide range of applications. For the
release 1 of standards, ETSI has categorized them into four groups,
i.e. active road safety, cooperative traffic efficiency, co-operative lo-
cal services, and global Internet services (see Table 2). A subset of use
cases is considered for initial deployment, in Europe also referred to
“Day 1 applications” in the Amsterdam group [15] and similar use
cases for collision avoidance applications in the U.S. Among the ap-
plication classes of release 1, active road safety has the most strin-
gent communication requirements. Still, these requirements can be
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Figure 2: C-ITS protocol stack and standards [4]

In the following, the focus is set on the C-ITS of the
EU, because of multiple similarities between DSRC and
C-ITS. The idea of the C-ITS was to spread information
about, e.g. speed and direction to vehicles nearby and if
necessary use multi-hop to reach afar vehicles [4]. More-
over, the EU wants to develop the ITS system without
any infrastructure with the main focus on V2V commu-
nication [8]. It can be seen as a network of vehicles
communicating with each other and relaying messages.
This network decreases the expenses of each car owner
by excluding costly infrastructure. However, for effective
usage, a minimum of 10% of all the cars need to be
equipped with the ITS system to have a noticeable impact
on safety [8]. This equipment quantity would be reached
in 2.5 years if every second newly released vehicle would
be equipped with C-ITS [8].

C-ITS operates like DSRC in the 5 GHz frequency
band and uses the same technology in the lower PHY
and MAC protocol layer [4], which can be seen in figure
2. The single-hop communication ranges from 10 metres
up to 1 kilometre depending on the weather conditions
and if it is in line of vision [4]. The communication can
be further extended by multi-hop message transport [4].
The multi-hop communication uses geographical data for
effective routing [4]. This routing is needed because not
every vehicle in range should resend each message [4].
Such a resending of every vehicle in proximity could
lead to an overhead and breakdown of the system [4].
Therefore, the selection of vehicles utilises an algorithm,
which uses the broadcast information from the vehicles
about their location and their neighbours [4].

Furthermore, the channel width is reduced to 10Mhz,
as a result of robustness issues [8]. That limits the com-
munication data rates to 27 Mb/s, which can be reduced
to 3 Mb/s to react to interferences and enable a larger
communication range and a lower packet failure rate [8].
Nevertheless, this low data rate limits the usability in
the entertainment segment, e.g. video streaming of the
infrastructure or gaming between vehicles [8]. Moreover,
802.11p has a high potential of errors in high-density
vehicle conditions, no exact future enhancement plans,
or usable and buildable RSUs (Road Side Units) [7].
However, for safety-relevant communication it is crucial to
support a low latency real-time communication and C-ITS
enables typical end to end latencies of under 10 ms [9].

802.11p is adapted to the high mobility in vehicle
communication, with a maximum operating speed of 500
km/h by handling doppler effects and frequent changing
multi-path reflections [5]. Notwithstanding, there are scal-
ability issues in high-density areas such as traffic jams
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Abstract – In the past years, two communication 
technologies have emerged for Vehicle-to-everything (V2X) 
communication, namely IEEE 802.11p-based and cellular-
based solutions. However, V2X-related standards continue to 
evolve. For example, IETF has been working on V2X topics 
from an IP network and transport perspective. After 
completing the LTE-based V2X standard specifications, 3GPP 
continues with a 5G-based V2X solution. While IEEE 802.11p-
based and cellular-based solutions appear to be two competing 
solutions, there have been proposals for a hybrid approach in 
which both technologies co-exist and are used at the same time 
in a different manner. However, this implies that there are two 
different security solutions with different architectures: this 
requires careful consideration to ensure co-existence and 
operation. This paper presents a survey of the recent 
developments in the area of V2X standardization with a focus 
on security aspects. 

Index Terms – V2X, security, hybrid architecture. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Connected-car and autonomous driving concepts have 

been gaining momentum in the automotive industry in the 
past years. The market size of these technologies is expected 
to grow significantly, and their economic impact will be 
significant. The deployment of these innovative technologies 
requires the definition of appropriate standards; several 
Standard Defining Organizations (SDOs) have taken on this 
task. IEEE started the standardization work on 802.11p in 
2004; the resulting standard was published in 2010. Further 
standardization work was initiated in 2006 by IEEE and 
ETSI,  resulting in the IEEE 1609 series and the ETSI ITS 
series of standards being adopted in the US and Europe, 
respectively. In the US, the IEEE 1609 series of 
specifications led SAE to define application layer standards 
for V2V communication. IEEE 1609 is generally referred to 
as the Wireless Access in Vehicle Environment (WAVE), 
and SAE coined the term Dedicated Short Range 
Communication (DSRC). In Europe, the ETSI specification 
is referred to as Intelligent Transport System (ITS-G5) or 
Cooperative ITS (C-ITS). 

Starting from 2015, as a part of Release 14, the 3rd 
Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) has started to define 
the Vehicle-to-Everything (V2X) related standard based on 
cellular technology, namely Long Term Evolution (LTE), or 
Fourth Generation (4G) mobile system. Their work has 
resulted in a set of Technical Specifications (TS) for V2X. 
3GPP is currently working on Release 16 and continues to 
further define specifications for V2X based on 5G. 

Consequently, this situation results in two different 
standards to address the same needs, defined by different 
SDOs using different technologies. Naturally, different 
system architectures and solutions imply two different 
security architecture and solutions. 

Recently, several proposals (e.g., Abboud et al. [1]) have 
been made to adopt a hybrid approach where the 802.11p-
based and cellular-based V2X technologies co-exist and are 
used simultaneously. However, the security implications of 
this hybrid approach have not been analyzed in detail. For 
this reason, this paper summarizes the recent developments 
of V2X standards and analyzes them from a security 
perspective. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Part 
II summarizes the evolution of the V2X related standards. In 
Part III, we discuss the security implications of the hybrid 
approach, identify issues and address potential solutions. Part 
IV concludes the paper with areas of future work. 

II. EVOLUTION OF V2X STANDARDS 
This section presents an overview of the standardization 

landscape of two different V2X communication 
technologies.  In order to clarify the relationships between 
the two main standards, Fig. 1 shows the protocol stacks for 
ETSI ITS / 802.11 OCB and 3GPP PC5 as well as the Uu 
interfaces. 

 
Fig. 1. Protocol stack for ETSI ITS / 802.11 OCB, 3GPP PC5, and 3GPP 
Uu interfaces 

A. 802.11-OCB mode (formerly 802.11p) 
IEEE first published 802.11p the specification as an 

amendment to the 2010 version of the 802.11 specification. It 
was later incorporated into the 2016 version of 802.11 [2]. 
Thus “802.11p” is now a historical term only. The original 
feature published as 802.11p is now called “outside of 
context of a basic service” mode (OCB) in [2]. The overall 
objective of the OCB mode is to address the needs of 
vehicular communication environment where the duration of 
communication is short-lived and thus it is necessary to 
establish communication quickly. The main characteristics of 
OCB mode can be summarized as follows: 

 No IEEE 802.11 Beacon frames are transmitted 

 No authentication is required to communicate 

 No association is needed to communicate 
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Figure 3: Protocol stack and standards for LTE-UU and
PC5 in comparison to C-ITS [13]

because just a single device is capable of sending a
package in a certain time and channel in DSRC [10].

3. Cellular-based ITS

The use of LTE for V2X communication is still im-
mature and so far not ready to use, but it has multiple
advantages today and in future [7]. One aspect is the
steady development and improvement of specifications
and capabilities of the general cellular standards, which
are the basis for cellular V2X communication [7]. The
main advantage of cellular-based communication is the
already existing infrastructure [4] with a global deploy-
ment [3]. The quality of service is guaranteed by cellular
providers, which offer and enlarge their infrastructure for
other use cases such as smartphones. Nearly every new
vehicle uses the cellular network and has already the
infrastructure on board for, e.g. traffic information [11].
Most manufacturers offer information systems such as
RTTI (Real Time Traffic Information) which provide data
about, e.g. road usage, defect cars or tailbacks [11] for
safety and non-safety relevant information.

By developing LTE and LTE-A (LTE Advanced), it
evolved to be a worthy competitor for the 802.11p. LTE-A
supports a mobility speed of up to 350 km/h, a maximum
data rate of 1 Gb/s and a range of up to 30 kilometres [12]
and for the first time a direct communication between
devices [3].

V2I/V2N communication is realised by the LTE-UU
interface [3]. By enabling D2D (Device to Device) in LTE-
A [3], a direct V2V communication is possible on the
basis of a PC5 interface [14]. In LTE Advanced Release
12 of 3GPP, LTE-Direct was supported for the first time
and made direct communication between devices in prox-
imity possible [15]. The cooperation 3GPP standardises
different standards for LTE-UU and PC5 such as the
ETSI does for the C-ITS a comparison can be seen in
figure 3. The authentication and timing are initialised
via the infrastructure [15]. After that, the devices can
communicate directly [15]. The D2D communication is
also possible if there is no base station in range or if
it is damaged [16]. This extends the working area and
saves battery power [16]. However, the D2D system was
still insufficient and unspecialised for vehicle speed, so
in Release 14 of 3GPP it got adapted to the require-
ments of V2V communication [16]. Furthermore, the cel-
lular V2X system is capable of integrating other entities
such as pedestrians which enables V2P communication
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in their system by using the PC5 interface and LTE
smartphones [17]. The integration would be beneficial,
especially for urban areas with the aim of smart cities [17].

By the use of 5G and its adaption for the communi-
cation between machines, the latency of 10 ms to 100 ms
of previous generations decreases to 1 ms, as a result of
complex back coupling [18]. 5G also enables peak data
rates faster than 10 Gb/s, and it supports more than 1
million devices per square kilometre [15]. Moreover, 5G
will support a maximum mobility speed of 500 km/h [19].
That means it would also be possible to transport security-
relevant information using the new cellular standard.

In future, the LTE module in cars can be replaced with
an LTE module which enables both V2V by PC5 and V2I
by LTE-UU with only one Chip [17]. The LTE network
can handle a high density of devices since it is capable of
frequency-domain multiplexing of many devices [10].

4. Coexistence of LTE-based and IEEE
802.11p-based ITS

802.11p, as well as the LTE PC5 standard, are oper-
ating on the 5 GHz simultaneously, which would lead to
interferences [6]. The 5G Automotive Association (5GAA),
which support the cellular-based standard, and car to car
communication consortium (C2C-CC), which support the
WIFI-based communication, are in contact for developing
a method so that both technologies can coexist without in-
terferences or malfunctions [15]. 5GAA made a proposal
to separate the frequencies among them, which has been
rejected by the C2C-CC because the proposed frequencies
are used by them [15]. Also, it is crucial to be prepared for
prospective challenges and not to rule out one system [15].
Nevertheless, the coexistence of the two systems would
be more expensive than just integrating and developing a
single one [17].

5. Security

Security is essential for every ITS system because it
is processing critical data. Moreover, it is important that
every authentication method is able to exclude devices out
of the network, which are sending wrong data.

Currently, there are just a few cars which allow direct
V2V communication [15] like the new VW Golf 8 [20].
Consumer acceptance is a crucial point that needs to
be considered for the integration of ITS. Therefore, it
needs to comply with safety and privacy requirements. For
secure V2X communication, it is necessary that authenti-
cation, authorisation, availability, data confidentiality and
data integrity need to be fulfilled to be prepared for all
possible types of attack [3]. Finally, it is much needed
for privacy reasons to anonymise the data communication
so that personal data is secure, and users can not be
traced [3].

5.1. IEEE 802.11p-based ITS

In C-ITS the authentication can mainly be separated
into two parts, the direct V2V communication and V2I
communication. DSRC uses WAVE (Wireless Access in Ve-
hicular Environments) which is the combination of IEEE

802.11 and IEEE 1609 standard [4]. IEEE1609.2 defines
an authentication method which is useful for V2I [21].
Furthermore, it provides secure communication standards
with the use of PKI (public key infrastructure) [22]. A CA
(certificate authority) validates identities and signs certifi-
cates [21]. Those certificates can be transferred via DSRC
as well as be used for the authentication of messages [21].

In the EU, the security standard for V2X communi-
cation is standardised by the ETSI [21]. In the C-ITS,
secure access is handled similarly to DSRC and is just
broader because of the used GeoNetworking for multi-
hop messages [21]. The C-ITS uses as network protocol
IPv6 in combination with UDP and TCP as transport
protocol [4].

Certificates are also used to support security and pri-
vacy [23]. PKI can be used for signing messages, as well
with pseudonyms for privacy reasons, to enable secure
communication for V2X [23]. The Root-CA is superor-
dinated, which gives certificates to every sub-CA or EE
(End Entity) [23]. There are at least two sub-CAs: the
EA (Enrollment Authority) and AA (Authorisation Author-
ity) [23]. Each vehicle has a personal signature and a
static public key for initialisation whereby the vehicle
gets an EC (Enrollment Credential) certificate of the EA,
which is valid for a few years [23]. An EC is updated
shortly before it expires using the still valid EC at EA for
verification [23]. Furthermore, the EC of the EA can be
used to get short-living ATs (Authorisation Tickets) of the
AA for the usage between vehicles and infrastructure [23].
The vehicle sends a request to the AA as well as the EC
to the EA [23]. If the EC is valid, the EA sends the con-
firmation to the AA, which gives ATs to the vehicle [23].
For safety reasons, a CRL (Certificate Revolution List)
is used for revoking access to the system for possible
malicious entities, where the ECs are listed [23]. If the
EC is not valid, the certificate is sent to the CRL [23].
The separation of authentification of EE in EA and the
certificate issuance of AA to EE is for anonymising the
exact identity of users, so they can not be traced [23]. The
EA saves data of the vehicles for identification on which
the AA has no access to [23].

In future, there will be a certificate policy with some
requirements for the certificates, but every CA can add
requirements for its use [23]. There will be multiple CAs
in Europe, and for coordinating certificates between all
European countries TLM (Trust List Manager) will be
used [23]. The TLM lists all certificates so that vehicles
can be validated in other states and CAs [23]. The TLM
list itself is secured by a certificate with a public key
which has to be sent to every entity to get access to the
list of all valid certificates in order to communicate with
each other [23].

The certificate in a CAM (Cooperative Awareness Mes-
sage) can be reduced to an 8-bit hash code for reducing the
load on the communication channel [23]. Furthermore, the
hash code and the certificate are saved by the receiver and
is updated only once every second [23]. When receiving
a message, the hash code is used for verification [23].
CAMs are sent periodically and frequently [23]. The data
of CAMs, e.g. speed, position and steering of the own and
neighbours vehicles are exchanged regularly and collected
in a local dynamic map [23].

GeoNetworking uses the information about the po-
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sitions of vehicles for efficient routing [4]. Besides, it
enables an exchange of information in a specific geograph-
ical area in order not to be restricted by the signal range of
a single-vehicle [4]. For transmitting IPv6 packets using
GeoNetworking, a sublayer GN6 (IPv6 over GeoNetwork-
ing) was standardised [4].

A DENM (Decentralised Environmental Notification
Message) can make multi-hop and is sent in potentially
dangerous situations [23]. Those Situations may be, e.g.
obstacles on roads, adverse weather conditions or road
works [23]. DENMs can be resent and updated in case
of longer-lasting dangerous activities and are cancelled
when there is no more danger [23]. DENMs are event-
driven and are sent when something happens and are not
sent regularly in comparison to CAMs [23].

The lower protocol layers PHY and MAC are not
expected to be modified in the future so that the subopti-
mal performance may stay the same [4]. However, it will
be modified in the upper layers by superior algorithms
for spreading information, with an increase in safety and
performance [4].

ECDSA (Elliptical Curve Digital Signature Algo-
rithm) [24] is specified as the signature algorithm, with the
usage of the NIST P256, which is an elliptical curve [23].
In future, different algorithms are needed to provide
security like the Brainpool curve with 256 or 384-bit
length [23]. These are standardised in the ETSI standard
TS 103 097 [23].

5.2. Cellular-based ITS

LTE has some standard security mechanisms, but they
are not sufficient in a V2V direct communication using
the PC5 interface without using the base station [16].
Therefore, the security mechanisms can be divided into
two main parts, the direct communication via the PC5
interface and the communication with the infrastructure
via the UU interface, and a future enhancement in 5G.

The LTE system can be used for V2N communication.
However, vehicles have to be authenticated by the infra-
structure and authorised for V2X communication as well
as the vehicle has to authenticate the infrastructure [3].
For secure communication of V2X service, the LTE-AKA
(LTE Authentication and Key Agreement) protocol is used,
which is provided by the LTE security framework [3].
LTE-AKA protocol is used for identification, authorisation
and key sharing and derivation for facilitating secure wire-
less access [3]. Nevertheless, the present LTE-AKA is not
adapted to, e.g. the high mobility of V2I communication
which leads to longer transmission and end-to-end latency
times [3]. Additionally, in LTE-AKA the specific identity
of the entity is not hidden [3]. Hence, the entities are
traceable, and it is possible that a malicious entity uses
a man-in-the-middle attack between the vehicle and the
infrastructure by using his identity and sending wrong
data [3]. This can lead to misinterpretation of vehicles
and can result in crashes [3]. Therefore the LTE-AKA
protocol has to be further extended for safer, faster and
anonymous communication.

Similar to V2I communication, mutual authentication
between the vehicles is needed to avoid malicious spread
of information [3]. For V2V authentication of commu-
nication in the PC5 interface, the ProSe security frame-

work can be used [3]. Furthermore, the ProSe D2D of
3GPP communication can be utilised for authorisation,
authentication and discovery [3]. Some differences are
that vehicles do not have electricity or computing capacity
issues like other mobile devices, what ProSe was initially
developed for, but they have a high mobility [3]. Hence, a
secure access and communication method specialised for
vehicles still need to be standardised [17].

In comparison to that, 5G has multiple use cases and
therefore needs a flexible authentication method which
supports the variety of requirements [25]. The 5G fre-
quency will support an optimised direct communication
for vehicles, where the special security mechanisms of
the LTE D2D can be extended [3]. The secure access can
be divided into two securing ranges. The first mandatory
authentication is for general access to the core 5G [3]. The
second authentication will be optional, which is based on
protocol configuration options, where the PAP/CHAP user
credentials are listed [3].

There are a lot of different techniques to enable
secure communication and authentication. Some mech-
anisms would use the DHKE (Diffie-Hellman Key Ex-
change) generation of symmetric keys or shared keys for
a V2I communication [2]. Lastly, TLS or SSL can be used
for secure communication, but a distinct disadvantage is
that the identity of the entity is visible, which leads to
privacy issues [2].

6. Related Work

Beside the C-ITS system of the EU and the cellular-
based ITS system, which are explained in this paper,
some more systems for ITS are in the development phase.
Some other nations made their own tests on ITS such as
Australia, Japan, China or South Korea [15]. Furthermore,
there is another technology tested for ITS, the WiMAX
(Worldwide Interoperability in Microwave Access), but
with an insignificant role in the market [3] [26]. Moreover,
other countries have their own system and use other fre-
quencies like Japan, which develops an ITS system similar
to DSRC of the US [27] [8]. Some other technologies, for
example, visible light communication or mmWAVE, were
also tested for ITS [15].

7. Conclusion

Both the C-ITS and the cellular-based ITS have ad-
vantages and disadvantages. The C-ITS is a mature tech-
nology which is ready to use. It offers direct V2V com-
munication as well as V2I, which has small latencies.
Furthermore, it allows for more extensive communication
ranges the use of equipped vehicles in the middle as a
repeater. However, up to now, there is no existing infras-
tructure on which the system could build on. Moreover,
there are no RSUs which are ready to build. Nevertheless,
this technology is ready to be published and spread and
could save our lives soon.

On the other side, the cellular-based ITS uses the
already existing infrastructure which is used for, e.g.
smartphones and enables a faster impact on safety, be-
cause of this infrastructure. Additionally, it provides the
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new PC5 interface, which allows a direct device com-
munication and therefore is a strong competitor for C-
ITS. Besides allowing standard cellular communication
by using an infrastructure, it also offers a V2V or V2P
direct communication. This direct communication reduces
the latency time, which was a significant disadvantage
for cellular-based ITS. Furthermore, it enables commu-
nication where no infrastructure is needed, and it enables
communication in areas with insufficient cellular coverage
or outdated technology standards, which would have large
latencies. However, the cellular-based standard for ITS is
not fully standardised and not ready to use, e.g. it has some
uncertainties in the secure access control, which will take
some time for advancement.

The integration of pedestrians over smartphones is
a substantial benefit of cellular-based communication,
which would enable the integration of vulnerable road-
side users such as pedestrians or cyclists. Beyond that,
the ability to use smartphones for communicating with
vehicles enables the integration of old cars. The C-ITS
would need RSUs for communication with other devices,
whose infrastructure was not initially planned by the EU.
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